Living Coast
The ‘Living Coast’ natural climate buffer contributes to protection of
coastal and delta waters against high water. This type of climate buffer
augments the primary sea defences with a natural coastline design such
as the creation of dunes with shifting sand and natural salt marshes
that serve as wave breakers. This increases the area’s ecological value
because it offers birds and subterranean species, for whom this forms a
natural habitat, what they need.

HOW IT WORKS

PROJECTS

The construction and establishment of foreshores, sandbanks and salt
marshes provides more wave breaking and the capture and fixation of extra
sand and sludge. By introducing indentations in the outer row of dunes and
with so-called washovers on the Wadden Islands, sand from open sea is drawn
deeper into the dunes, making them stronger and more climate-proof. There,
where we have to work with dunes in any case, innovative concepts such as
green, wide dunes, double dunes or inundation-resistant dunes provide a
gradual transition from water to land. These transition zones cushion the
force of the sea in a gradual and nature-friendly manner.
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Since the installation of the flood defences, sand
has been disappearing from the Oosterschelde. The
tidal range has been reduced, which has disturbed
the equilibrium between erosion and sedimentation.
Sandbanks and silts have been gradually disappearing under the water, which not only means loss
of habitat for birds and seals, but also threatens
coastal safety.

The rising sea level exacerbates this effect. With the
Veiligheidsbuffer (Safety Buffer) Oesterdam, steps
have been taken to counter the negative effects of
sand loss such as the erosion of sandbanks and salt
marshes. This project was completed in 2014. The
knowledge and experience gained will be used for
plans elsewhere in the Oosterschelde region, such
as the Verdronken Land van (submerged land of)
Zuid-Beveland and the Roggenplaat sandbank.

The measures

The process

The body of sand is 2 kilometres long and
comprises 600,000 cubic metres of sand. The
sand has been deposited directly in front of the
Oesterdam and reinforced with artificial oyster
beds.

Using the forces of nature proved to be a highly
efficient and economical approach. Following various
meetings with the stakeholders, a choice was made
of different variants.

The effects
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Cost saving on dyke maintenance.
Sustainable preservation of foraging and resting
grounds for birds and seals.
Curbing sand loss.
Augmenting coastal safety.
Enhancing nature and recreation.

Partners
Rijkswaterstaat (an executive agency of the Ministry
of Infrastructure and Water Management), Natuurmonumenten, Zeeland Province. The experiment is
an initiative of the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment.

Noord-Friesland buitendijks
The area outside the dykes called the Peazemerlannen comprises a summer polder, salt marshes, dykes
and silts. At present, the summer polder receives
new sediment only when the ingress ports of the
culverts are opened. This is retained when the sea
level rises.

The measures
This project is still in the developmental phase.
This area is a pilot area for research into the
functioning of salt marshes as land in front of
the dyke. Along with this, there is already monitoring of the subsidence due to gas extraction,
and of sedimentation, development of vegetation and breeding birds.

If access to the sea is created, the mud in the
summer polder can again thicken and keep pace
with the sea. That is good for marsh plants and
birds, and for the stability of the dyke behind it. The
accretion of silt in the salt marshes also contributes
to CO2 sequestration.

The process
After local consultation, a draft designwas worked
through to create a definitive design with specifications, intended for implementation in 2019. Various
applications for financing are being processed.

The effects
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Development of nature, water safety and recreation in Noord-Fryslân.
Augmentation of breeding possibilities for pasture
birds and wading birds.
Optimisation of safe grazing.
Enhancement of possibilities for recreation.
Development of salt marshes and CO2 sequestration.
Safety and increase in functionality of the dyke
behind it.

Partners
It Fryske Gea, Rijkswaterstaat, Friesland Province,
Wetterskip Fryslân.

www.klimaatbuffers.nl
Natural climate buffers for a secure, liveable
and beautiful Netherlands

Natural Climate Buffers Coalition is a partner of Life IP Deltanatuur
Partners: ARK (Nature Development)/LandschappenNL (Dutch Landscapes)/
Nature and Environmental Federations/Natuurmonumenten/the National
Forestry Service/Bird Life International The Netherlands/Wadden Sea Society/
World Wildlife Fund
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